SINCE 2010, Industry leaders like Blue Ant International, Terra Mater Studios and MIPCOM have sponsored Peter Hamilton’s Documentary Business newsletter. Their goal? To reach unscripted decision-makers worldwide. Peter is a “renowned” industry expert, consultant, publisher and executive producer. He tailors each campaign to your needs, using print, webinars, podcasts, case studies, conference presentations and more.

YOU WILL REACH
• 20,000+ global industry participants
• Leading buyers, producers, distributors, service providers
• North America (40%), Europe (40%), Australia, Asia, Rest of World (20%)

OUR SPONSORS
• Platforms
• Producers
• Distributors
• Conferences & Markets
• Archives
• Technical Service Providers

CAMPAIGN OPTIONS
• Email Blast (20,000+)
• Documentary Business Post (weekly)
• Quarterly Package: Includes blasts, posts, case study, webinar and unique original content

CONTENT PARTNERS
• Sunny Side of the Doc
• Pact (UK Producers)
• MIPDOC / MIPCOM, and more

CONTACT
Peter Hamilton
Founder / Editor / Publisher
Documentary Business
peter@documentarytelevision.com
+1 646 322 4856
SPONSOR POSTS

Documentary Business

STAR CHASERS OF SENEGAL: Indie Producer’s Terra Mater Studios / NOVA Copro, A MIPCOM Case Study

Documentary Business

MIP Cancun Co-production Matchmaking Market: Last Chance to Register for Pre-scheduled 1:1 Meetings with Industry Leaders
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ZDFE unscripted
MIPTV stand no. P-1, L2, P-1, M1

ZDFE unscripted at MIPTV: Highlights from the Wildlife, Science, History & Entertainment Catalog
BANNERS

ZDFE.unscripted
MIPTV stand no. P-1.L2, P-1.M1
Wildlife

ZDFE.unscripted
MIPTV stand no. P-1.L2, P-1.M1
Science

ZDFE.unscripted
MIPTV stand no. P-1.L2, P-1.M1
History

ZDFE.unscripted
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and Entertainment

LOVE NATURE
Proud sponsors of the wildlife and conservation pitch at Sunnyside of the Doc

LOVE NATURE
Visit us at booth B13 at Sunnyside of the Doc

sunny side of the doc
Looking for partners for your documentary project?

The 34th International marketplace and community for documentary

See you from 19 to 22 June 2023 in La Rochelle!

Register now!

We Are Non-Fiction

Want to see more
www.ffdthefence.com
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TERRA MATER

HOW A COPRO HUB WORKS
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Dear Friends & Colleagues,

In my latest Case Study:

E-Mail Campaigns

Love Nature Unveils

EVOlUTION EARTH

AT SUNNY SIDE OF THE DOC

Peter Hamilton Consultants, Inc.

Dear Friends & Colleagues,

The success of our recent coproduction partnership attracted me to cover Love Nature’s Evolution Earth, a new original production that was announced today at SunnySide of the Doc.

The five-part series is produced by PASSION PLANET, in co-production with Love Nature, PBS and ARTÉ. This impressive group of partners has joined forces to create a stunning and ambitious series with a fresh look on how wildlife is adapting to our changing planet and even evolving before our eyes. The series is now available for pre-sale in non-commissioning territories via Blue Ant International.

Evolution Earth stands apart from other environmental-themed programmes with unexpected wildlife stories that are carried by a podcast-style narration that gives a modern,
EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS

“Working With Your Distributor” panel at Sunny Side of the Doc 2023

CONTACT
Peter Hamilton
Founder / Editor / Publisher
Documentary Business
Peter Hamilton Consultants Inc, New York
peter@documentarytelevision.com
+1 646 322 4856

“Peter Hamilton is the smartest professional in the room for the business of the documentary business.”
—PALEY CENTER FOR MEDIA, NEW YORK